Who will speak for me?
You made it happen.

Your support created enormous accomplishments.

**Shielded immigrant children from deportation.**
Built a brigade of more than 100 attorneys to provide free representation for immigrant children. Protected over 70 children from return to abuse and danger.

**Passed new legislation to protect children and teens.**
Protected children under 12 from felony charges for sexting. Provided attorneys' immediate access to a child's records in abuse and neglect cases. Allowed youth who are homeless and alone to access their own student records.

**Helped thousands living in poverty.**
Compelled the state to repair its non-emergency medical transport system. Held utility clinics in major cities to help hundreds of families keep heat and electricity on. Implemented a robust advocacy and poverty curriculum at Yale School of Medicine.

**Worked with partner agencies to secure significant Federal funding**
for the state of Connecticut to end youth homelessness.

**Assured quality legal representation for abused and neglected children.**
Trained all of Connecticut’s new child protection attorneys.

**Secured a Settlement Agreement from the Department of Housing and Urban Development**
to compel a housing complex to comply with Federal Law and allow special education buses on the property.

**Created a youth-led advocacy conference for LGBT Bridgeport students.**

**Established a school re-entry protocol for juvenile justice involved students.**

**Worked with DCF to improve data on pre-school enrollment and graduation rates**
of youth in DCF care, and ensure that youth have a post-secondary education plan.

**Filed a Complaint with the U.S. Department of Education Office of Civil Rights**
to protect disabled students discriminated against by Connecticut Technical School System enrollment.

**Convened forums on topics of critical importance to Connecticut children.**
Broadcast webinars on implicit bias, immigration and children, sexting and trauma.

**Compelled district attention to underserved English Language Learners.**
Partnered with parents and providers to improve ELL services for Bridgeport children.

**Protected over 1000 individual children from falling through the cracks.**
Provided legal representation that secured services and supports to keep children safe.
Abuse and Neglect

Isaiah got to go home.

Serena left DCF care when she turned 18 last year, but her housing fell through and she ended up homeless. Serena was devastated when she was forced to let her son, Isaiah, live with his father’s family.

Serena is a high school graduate and wanted to continue her education. The Center set up a meeting for Serena with DCF, and we pressed DCF to take Serena back into care. She is reunited with Isaiah, living in a supervised apartment, and attending college.

Katie and Michael missed their mother.

Katie and Michael spent four years in foster care. Their mother was in treatment for drug use and worked very hard to get sober. She is back in the community, has a full time job, and has been drug-free for almost two years.

Katie and Michael really wanted to go home. The Center petitioned and the court granted return of guardianship to the children’s mother. The family is happily reunited.

We fought to change the law.

To best represent children, it is imperative to understand their situation and needs. This year, the Center wrote and helped pass legislation that allows children’s attorneys to access client’s medical, educational, and mental health records as soon as they are appointed.

We pushed to change the system.

The Center worked closely with DCF to improve the education of children who are in their care. As a direct result of CCA’s advocacy, DCF agreed to expand efforts to increase preschool enrollment and track high school graduation rates and post-secondary education opportunities.
Ariel has limited mobility.

Five-year-old Ariel has received specialty care at Yale New Haven Hospital (YNHH) since she was born. Complex medical issues limit her mobility.

Ariel’s mother is overwhelmed and struggles to keep up. She asked Ariel’s pediatrician for help applying for Supplemental Security Income, and he called the Center’s Medical-Legal Partnership at YNHH.

Ariel started Kindergarten this year. We advocated with the Board of Education to have Ariel placed in a school that could evaluate her needs and provide special education.

The Center helped the family secure SSI benefits, and the additional income helps with Ariel’s special needs. We connected the family with energy assistance to assure heat and electricity.

Ariel’s mother was invited to join New Haven Public Schools’ Special Education Parent Advisory Board. Using the skills learned from her CCA attorney, she is helping other parents advocate for children with disabilities.

We fought to change the law.

Low-income families have struggled for years with badly organized, unreliable medical transportation. It has been a long and stressful effort, but the Center’s determination resulted in legislation that directed the CT Department of Social Services to issue a Request for Proposals to replace the existing system. A new provider will be in place January 1, 2018.

We pushed to change the system.

We helped create a coalition of medical and community partners to address “stuck kids” - children with developmental disabilities who get stranded for weeks in hospital emergency rooms due to lack of state response for placement and care.

We worked with coalition partners to boost the state’s legally required behavioral health screening for children up to age 21, and worked with our partners to increase services for children diagnosed with autism.
Evan was angry and frightened.

Evan had been in foster care for five years. At age 7, Evan's behavior became very challenging. Evan’s foster mother knew there was a problem at school, but the school was unresponsive and would not return her calls.

An attorney from the Center researched Evan’s educational records and found that the school was not providing required special education services. Evan had regressed in all areas, including academics and social-emotional development. His classroom was chaotic and dangerous, and Evan often came home angry and frightened; he had also come home with bruises.

We pressed the school to schedule a meeting and attended Evan’s PPT with his foster mother. We exposed the legal violations occurring at the school, and asked for remedies for Evan and for all students suffering from lack of services.

Evan is in a therapeutic school where he can stabilize before he returns to the district.

We pushed to change the system.

Our attorneys continue to work with the State Department of Education and Bridgeport Public Schools to monitor the District’s compliance with SDE’s directive to improve legally-required identification and support of students who need special education services.

The Center is working with individual Connecticut school districts to establish committees to reduce pre-K through grade 2 suspensions, focusing on age-appropriate social-emotional learning to help young children succeed.

Our advocacy with the Department of Children and Families is improving data on pre-school enrollment and graduation rates of children in care. We successfully advocated with DCF to ensure that youth in their care have a post-secondary education plan.
Malik was arrested.

Malik was 17 and a senior in high school when he was arrested. The school wanted to expel him, which would have seriously impacted his ability to graduate.

An attorney from the Center represented Malik on both the criminal charges and the expulsion and educational issues.

Malik had a lengthy history of family trauma. His father was in jail and his mother deceased. Malik lives with a brother who is barely older than he is. With the Center’s legal help, Malik’s expulsion was suspended and criminal charges were reduced to ensure probation that allowed Malik to finish his senior year in an alternative education program.

Malik graduated from high school last June and has started at Gateway Community College.

We fought to change the law.

The Center wrote and helped pass legislation that protects children as young as 12 from felony charges for sexting.

We introduced a bill to reduce racial profiling, requiring data to be collected for pedestrian stops as well as traffic stops. Most youth who experience police interaction are stopped on the street as pedestrians.

We pushed to change the system.

The Center’s Deep End Diversion program at Connecticut Juvenile Training School and Waterford Country School taught youth restorative justice skills that greatly improved relationships and reduced arrests in the facility. The success of the program prompted requests for expansion to facilities throughout the state.

CCA heads committees to reduce Racial and Ethnic Disparities in Connecticut’s largest and poorest cities. Out of school suspensions and school-based arrests were greatly reduced in New Haven, Bridgeport and Waterbury. Restorative justice practices improved school climate.
Juvenile Justice

Kevin made a bad choice.

Kevin was within months of high school graduation when he was arrested. He had made a bad decision, joining an older friend for a car ride one night. When the “friend” robbed a convenience store, Kevin was arrested too, even though he never got out of the car.

An attorney from the Center worked with Kevin while he was in detention. We helped with educational supports so he could continue to earn credits. When Kevin was released, we helped him transition back to his community and worked with the school district to ensure his placement at a vocational high school.

On June 16th, Kevin put on his cap and gown and walked across the school stage, diploma in hand. He is fully employed and living independently.

We pushed to change the system.

With a grant from the U.S. Department of Housing, the Center has been working with the Housing Authority of the City of Hartford to help youth with a history of court involvement re-enter school and the community.

This year, the Center filed two complaints to protect students whose legal rights were being violated:

Alicia B. v. Malloy was brought on behalf of two black students for the state’s failure to provide sufficient education during their school expulsion period. Pending in federal court and moving toward settlement, the case helped highlight the rights of disproportionately-expelled students of color.

Working with colleagues at Greater Hartford Legal Aid, the Center filed a complaint against Hartford Public Schools on behalf of students with disabilities who were expelled. The State Department of Education directed Hartford Public Schools to provide appropriate compensatory education for students whose rights were violated and improve the New Visions alternative school program to accommodate students with special education needs.
Teen Rights

**Tanya’s home was violent.**

Tanya was 16 when violence at home escalated to the point where she was unsafe.

She left and began couch-surfing, moving from one friend’s house to another. Tanya had mental health needs that required counseling, but providers would not see her without a parent or guardian’s permission. She thought she couldn’t go to school because she had no permanent address.

An attorney from the Center met Tanya at one of our community Mobile Legal Office visits. We worked with DCF to get critical supports, educated the mental health provider about the law that allows minors to receive care without parental consent, and advocated with the school to secure transportation and services that Tanya is entitled to by law.

As a result of the Center’s intervention, DCF helped Tanya find a stable home. The mental health agency began counseling, and the school system provided transportation, adjusted Tanya’s schedule to accommodate her long trip to school, and arranged Special Education services.

Tanya is living in a stable and safe home and her school attendance has improved dramatically. She receives ongoing mental health care to deal with past trauma.

**We fought to change the law.**

The Center wrote and secured passage of new legislation that allows homeless youth to obtain their school records without a parent or guardian’s consent, expediting applications and enrollment.

**We pushed to change the system.**

The Center chairs the state’s Youth and Young Adult Homelessness Workgroup, working toward the goal of ending youth homelessness in Connecticut by the end of 2020. Working with partner organizations, we secured $6.5 million from the federal government toward this goal.

Our Mobile Legal Office was selected as a Model Program Site by the American Bar Association Homeless Youth Legal Network. The Center is working with the ABA to share information about the program with legal services organizations across the country.
Immigration

Myrna and her brothers were all alone.

As children in Guatemala, Myrna and her brothers were homelessness and hungry.

Myrna’s mother left the children with their father and came to the U.S. to earn money for the family’s food and shelter. When Myrna’s father abandoned the family, Myrna took her brothers and fled.

At age 17, Myrna and her young brothers made the dangerous journey to the U.S. border. They were apprehended by U.S. Customs and Border Patrol and released to their mother’s care in Connecticut while awaiting removal proceedings in immigration court.

With just five weeks before Myrna’s 18th birthday, she asked the Center for legal help. We filed expedited motions to ensure that Myrna could access the court while she still qualified for Special Immigrant Juvenile Status, available only before age 18. The Court made the requisite findings.

We fought to change the law.

Myrna’s case highlights the Center’s ongoing pursuit of legislative reform that would ensure that Connecticut law not foreclose SIJS protection that is available through age 21 under federal law.

We pushed to change the system.

CCA trained over a hundred attorneys to provide pro-bono legal representation for immigrant children. There are thousands of unaccompanied immigrant youth in Connecticut, and the numbers continue to grow.

We wrote a brief in support of the appeal of In re Henry PB-P, a case that deals with issues related to access to the courts by immigrant children on the cusp of turning 18. These children are at risk of losing protection under federal law and are at serious risk of harm. Oral arguments occurred this fall in the Connecticut Supreme Court.
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Patricia & Howard Weiner
Janice & David Wenzel
Betsy Walker
Allan Ward
Stuart Warner
Anita & Herbert Weinblatt
Patricia & Howard Weiner
Alice & Eric Werner
Liz & Rob Werner
Barbara Werner
Rachel & Stephen Wizner
Carey Wunsch
Stacey Wunsch
Junya Yaola
John Yonchuk

Up to $99

Vivian Abitabilo
Benjamin Accardo
Marian Acevedo
Aleksandar Adamovic
Karen Adams
Rosalia Agosto
James Akin
Aldwin Allen
Vikki Allen
Patty & Mike Alquist
Sheila Amdur & Marcia Neff
Joann Amper
Jodi Andes
Rosemary Andle
Anette Angelini
Gavin von Loeser
Gary Antigiovanni
Frank Apellanz
Rosie Armstrong
Elizabeth Arroyo
Rosemaire Bacchi
Matthew Baier
Kimberly Baldoni
Jon Barbarula
Michael Barbarula
Ava Marie Barone
Sandra Barrett
Deborah Barrows
Michael Bars
Steve Barshov
Emily Basham
Alice & Jon Bauer
Laurie & Aaron Baur
Bonnie Bayuk & Katrina Clark
Christina Beahm
Darlene & William Beckert
Jamey Bell
George Bellas
Libby Benet
Austen Beresic-Johns
Brittany Ann Berke
James Bernardi
Deborah Berry
Veronica Binick
Cindy Blackham
Mary Jo Blain-Andrews
Barbara Blechner
Jeff Blinderman
Robert Blume
Joseph Boccia
Melissa Bonsall
Elizabeth & Robert Booz
Jennifer & Mario Borelli
Mark Boreinstein
Julia Borgida
Bette Bono & Alex Knopp
Kate Bradley
Kathleen Braga
Cheri Bragg
Stephen Brandt
Beth & Leonard Bren
Nicole Brennan
Emily Breon & Adam Honig
Maria & Daniel Brereton
William Breslau
Kenneth Bresler
Preston Britner
Jenette Brodie
Glenna & Chet Brodnicki
Keith Brown
Jennifer Brown
Nicole Bryan
Emily Breo & Adam Honig
Maria & Daniel Brereton
William Breslau
Kenneth Bresler
Preston Britner
Jenette Brodie
Glenna & Chet Brodnicki
Keith Brown
Jennifer Brown
Terri Brown
Kim & Stephen Brownell
Terri Bryant
Michael Bucella
Cecilia Buck-Taylor
Sloan Bukowiec
Joe Buonannata
Patrick Burek
Margaret Burns
Elena & Michael Byrne
Elizabeth Cameron
Linda & Joseph Campanella
William Campbell
John Cannavino
Donna Cannon
Linda Carosella
Melinda Carpenter
Marianne & Tim Carroll
Jennifer & Martin Carroll
Leah Cass
Nicole Castiglia
Susan Catalano
Patricia Cavichia
Leslie Chapman
Nancy Chang
Carline Charmele
Avani Chenreddy
Mark Chertok
Sue Childs
Paul Chill
Linda Chinmura
Laura Chomentowski
Anthony Clark
James Clark
Leslie Clark
Gina Cocchiola
Linda & John Colantino
Deborah Collins
Jaime Colon
Zack Colosky
Jane Comerford
Community Health Center, Inc
John Conlon
Connecticut Pediatric
Neuropsychology Associates
James Tierinni
Connecticut Institute for Communities
Hon. Bernadette Conway &
Hon. Frank Iannotti
Beth Cook
Deborah Corbi
James Cornel
Jennifer Corvo
Stacey Violante-Cote & Stephen Cote
Daniel Crane
Pedro Crespo
Cassie Crockett
Chris Cronk
Jameil Crouthers
Joe Crowell
Dina Crowl
Sal Cruz
Michael Cummings
Lynn Curless
Gail Currin
Joshua Custer
Paul Cutler
Bill Dabin
Theadeen Dalley
Angela Damato
Michelle D’Amore
Sharon Dansky
Harold Davis
Maureen Davis
Susan Davis
Briana Day
Joshua DeFresse
TJ DeMattia
Karen DeMeola
Ann Denue
Adriana Der Calousdian
Meridith DeRosa
Salvatore Desimone
Joseph Destefano
Lori DeStefano
Collin Dickinson
Cristina Dillon
Suzanne Dinmore
Jennifer D’Vincenzo
Barbara Doherty
Michael Dolce
Doug Dominello
You make great things happen.

Contributions received July 1, 2016 - June 30, 2017

Mildred & John Doody
Margaret Doud
Kate Dougherty
Keegan Drenosky
Susan Dripchak
Lorraine Dube-Sullivan & Jeanine Lavoie
Teresa Duggan
Dora Dupre
Nicole Durso
Judy Dworin & Blu Lambert
Mackey Dykes
Cheryl Dzubina
Gloria & William Earls
Karen Edelman
Barbara Edelson
Cynthia Egan & Henri Petit
Joyce & Richard Ellis
Alida Engel
Lisa Enright
Amy & Steven Eppler-Epstein
Chris Evans
Linda Hudson
Deborah Farber
Paul Farina
Wendy Farkas
Brian Farnen
Kate Farrar
Susan Farrell
Edwin Farrow
Steven Fasano
Julie & Michael Fay
Rita Fazzino
James Fazio
Michael Fedina
Ann Feinberg
Ellen Felix
Amelia Feliciano
Cynthia Felix
Gigi Fernandez
Carrie Field & Matthew Wax-Krell
Kevin Finan
First Choice Health Centers
Irene & Owen Fiss
Kathleen Flaherty
Beth Flanagan
John Flanders
Linda & Jack Fleming
Megan & Chris Freiler
Loyola French
Lori Fresina
Michelle Fresina
Deborah Fuller
Elena Fusco
Mary Lou Gaeta
Sonya & Gerald Gale
Karen Gant
Abbie Garcia
Jenny Garcia
Noelle Garcia
Dara Gasparelli
Ann Gendaszek
Cathy Gentile-Doyle
Christina & Sean Ghio
Christina Gill
Rina Giottas
David Groux
Abbe Gluck
Hector Glynn
Robert Goldberg
Marlene Goldberg
Andrea & Steven Goldenberg
Lauren Goldman
Goldman, Sachs & Co.
Anne Goldstein & Philip Tegeler
Hazel & Davidson Gordon
Patrick Gorman
Abigail Gorton & John Biddiscombe
Michele Gottfried
Jeff Gracer
John Grassi
Nancy Greenberg
Millie Grenough & Paul Bloom
Kevin Grogan
Andrew Groher
Jill Grossman
Phyllis Guus
Peter Gut
Nancy & Philip Guzman
Mary Ann Haley
Marisa Mascaro-Halm & Christopher Halm
Carol Hamilton
Mardi Hanson-d’Alessandro
Lisa Hardcaster
Helen Harris
Tom Dubay
Sarah Hartnett
George Hassinger
Jackie and John Hastings
Sheryl Hatwood
Isabelle Hazelwood
Will Healey
Constance Healy
Katie Healy
Sue Heavenly
Toby Heavenly
Lynn Herbert
Helping Hands
Megan Hemingway
Kim Henderson
Aimee Hendrigan
Lisa Henley
Shirley Heredia
Marc Herman
Julie Herriott
Lara Herscovitch
Kenneth & Lorraine Hicks
Ann Hogan
Kurt Holderied
Eva Holmes
Taylor Hoogendoorn
Laurel Hoskins & Stephen Pevar
Brian Hourihan
Simone & Clay Howe
Read Hubbard
Neal Hundt
Jill & Brad Hutensky
Maureen Innes
Linda Iovanna
Gregory Jack
Michele Jacklin & James Estrada
Suresh Jaladurgam
Andrea Janecko
Lisa Jeffrey
Carol & Kevin Jensen
Jill Jensen
Albert Johnson
Nancy & Gary Johnson
Elizabeth Johnson
Jennifer Johnson
Elizabeth Jones
Debbie Jordine
Robyne Jostyn
Lori & Brad Jubelirer
Nicole Juchem
Eric Judge
Debbie Kalita
Kerianne Kane
Lisa Kaston & Thomas Behrendt
Suzanne Kaswan
Rita & Leonard Katz
Pamela & Ross Kaufman
Carol Kavanagh
Adam Keating
Ryan Keating
Susan Kelley
Armen Kevorkian
Charles Kim
June & John Kirkland
Ellen Knarr
Noreen Knortz
Peter Kochol
Camille Brown-Koff & Jonathan Koff
Joanna Kornafel
Anna & Alex Kolvunenko
Peter Krajinak
Shane Kunselman
Mollie Kurz
Ina Martin-Kurtz & Mark Kurtz
LaBelle Communications
Peter Laferriere
Bernadette LaFrance
Suzanne Lagarde
Thomas Lambert
Frank Lamonaca
Shelley & Robert Langer
Jennifer Laptew
Helene Laria Ciccarelli
Nancy LaRocca
Lynda & Dr. David Larson
Karen & Joseph LaRuska
Jennifer Lasek
Hon. Douglas Lavine
Tina Lavoie
Law Office of David Shaw
Jean Lefebvre & Maria Posada
Barbara Lefleur
Anna Leibenhaut
Michele Leite
Heidi Leonard
Nancy & Garry Leonard
Frank Leone
Bill Leonhardt
William Leonhardt
Tess Leopold
Arlene & Fred LeRoy
Doreen Lessard
John Letizzu
Kia Levey
Leslie Levin
Margaret Levy
Joan Lewis
Jeannette Lexie
Aviv Lipman
Ruth Lipman
Andrew Lombardozzi
Amy Lonergan
Jesus Lopez
Maribel Lota
Lois Luddy
Bethany Lyon
Matt Macunas
Chris Magalhaes
Rona Malakoff & Ethan Goller
Rose Maljanian
Sherman Malone
Eileen & Douglas Manion
Ruth Mantak
Cheyenne Maragnano
Amy March
Deborah & Paul Marcuson
Beth & Martin Margules
Lisa & Rich Marrone
Meghan Martin
Tom Martin
Serena Martino
Angela Matera
Colleen Mattatall
Paul Mazur
Judith McBride
Lauren McConnell
Patricia McCooy
Alexandria McCullough
Joan Mcguinness
Rory McGuinness
Sharon McHale
Patricia McIntosh
Allison McLain
Rich Medina
Marissa Medine
Margo Meeker
Susan Meredith & John Watson
Rose Meyer
Judith Meyers
Marjorie & Tom Michalski
Joshua Michtom
Mary Ann Mierzwa
Debbie & Jeff Mihalek
Susan & Douglas Miller
Bill Miller
Kate Miller & Jeffrey Daniels
Sharyne Miller
Alexa Millinger
Gregory Mize
James Moffat
Jacqueline Moore
Christine Morel
Maria Morelli-Wolf
Ellen Morgan
Mary Lee Morrison
Pamela Morrow
Melanie Mowinski
Virginia & Michael Mulpeter
Madeline & Kevin Munn
Lisa Murphy
Scott Murphy
Melinda Murray & Robert Macdougall
Charlotte Murray
Ken Mysogland
Paulina Nastyn
Tara Neary
Luz Negron-Tarver
Kathy Neidhardt
Angela & Russell Nelson
Seymour Nepiarsky
Kelly Neumann
Robin Newmark
Hien Nguyen
Susan Nichols
Julius Nicholson
Gabriela Niculescu
Elizabeth & Don Noel
Contributions received July 1, 2016 - June 30, 2017

You make great things happen.

Alyssa & Joel Norwood
Erika Nowakowski
Desiree Nunes
Steven Nunes
Tyler Nuzz
Chris Oakley
Kyle Oddo
John O'Donnell
Stephen O'Donnell
Meredith O'Keefe
Astrid Olds
Dawnrae Oliveira
Theresa Oliver
Open Health Care Clinic
Mickey & Mitch Orkin
Ilse & Paul Orth
Thomas O'Toole
Michele & Alan Parker
Mary Lou Parker
Diane Parzych
Michael Patota
Susan Pearlman
Jordan Peck
Ken Peck
Laura & David Pels
Jean Perez-Brennan
Laura Peterson
Tamara Pezzente
Sara Pflueger
Don Phillips
Lizzy Pierson
Raphael Podolsky
Allison Poirier
Ciotilde Poisson
Jose A. Pol
Polito & Associates, LLC
Nancy Polk & Jack Hasegawa
Mara & Kenneth Pomerantz
Elki & Tom Posillipo
Liz Powers
Sunita Prestage
Selya Price
Lisa Prokopek
Kathy Pugliese
Cassandra Pulos
Kevin Purviance
Sara Pyne
Kathleen Queinfeld
Aaron Rachlin
Daniel Radmanovic
Joanne & Peter Ramey
Jose Ramos
Lisa Ramsay
Christian Rangel
Marilyn & Robert Rath
Frederick Raudat
Lamont Reddington
Anna Reeve
Judith Resnik & Dennis Curtis
Anthony Restaino
Margaret & Charles Rich
Veronica Rich
Deborah Richards
Barbara Ricketts
Thomas Riley
Keeca Riley
Amanda Risley
Barrett & Martin Robbins-Pianka
Amanda Roberto
Peter Rockholz
Justin Rogers
Victor Rolon
Susan Roman
Sari Rosenblatt & Steve Machuga
Jean & Erik Rosenthal
Alice Rosenthal
Rini Routh
Patricia & Matthew Routhier
Eileen Russo
Zane Sader
Kamil Sadowski
Mark Salzillo
Robert Sammon
Cheryl Samuels
Noely Sanchez
Karha Sanon
Marianne & Oscar Santo-Domingo
Geoffrey Scales
Carloitta & Neil Schechter
Irene Schissel
Elizabeth Schlaff
Nancy Schofield
Lisa Schroeder
Kathleen Schultz
Russell Schwartz
Paula & Roy Schwartz
Steven Schwartz
Eileen & William Schwitter
Lindsey Scierka
Patricia Scussel
Jennifer Searles
Barbara Self
Jonathan Seredynski
Jodi Shamir
Eliza Shepard-Wodell
Elizabeth J. Sher
Eric Sharro
Neal Siegrist
Diane & Ted Sierpina
Louise Simmons
Susan Silverman & Barry Simon
Sharon Sklar
Hilda Slivka
Martyna Smielewska
Shaun Smith
Cynthia Snyder
Natallia Soares
Bradley Sokol
Stuart Sokol
Julie Spencer
Monica Spratlin
Sally St. Onge
Stamford High School
Amy Stern
Michael Sternberg
Kim Stevenson
Sean Stokes
Zoe Stout
Mary Ellen Stuart
Rudy Sturk
Cynthia Sullivan
Lisa & Bruce Sussman
Eric Sussman
John Swanson
John Sweeney
Andrea Sweet
Arline Swift
Carole Swift
Robert Swift
Louis Tallarita
Nathalie Taranto
Carrie Taylor
Daisy Taylor
Nancy Taylor & Mark Fries
Faith Vos Winkel
Adam Teller
Sue Tenorio
Lindsay Tessler
Linda Theriault
Nikki Tolman
Patricia Tomeo
Lisa Tompkins
Tracey Toney
Dennis Torres
Ann & Michael Traynor
Vicki Treano
Ann Marie Tremont
Gregory Tremont
Mariana Trief
Kim Trotta
Argy Tsoukidis
Kitty Tyrol
Mary Tysor
Hayley Upshaw
Jeanette Uxie
David Valenti
Eileen Van Putten
Jonlynn Vancho
Purvi & Jeffrey Vanderploeg
Susan & Robert VanDerzee
Karen Veith
Maritza Velez
Faith Vos Winkel
Oksana Walczok
Marc Walowitz
Michael Walsh
Barbara Waters
Wally Weeks
Weinerman Foundation
Eileen Weiss
Ryan Welch
Karen Welch
Jaime Walsh
G W. Whitaker
Rebecca Whiting
Robert Wise
Krystal Wilkins
Jennifer N Willcox
Christopher Williams
Paul D. Williams
Carmetta Williams
Lucia Williams
Evelyn Williams-Johnson
Lynn & Lee Williamson
Natalia Xiomara
Susan Yee
Hyacinth Yennie
Judith Young
Michael Yu
Christopher Yula
Brian Zablotsky
Barbara & Albert Zakarian
Kara Zarchin
Catherine Zeiner
Jonathan Zellner
Cathy Zhu
Angelo Ziotas

In Kind Donations
Adventure Park at Storrs
Bridgeport Hospital
Leslie Bulion
The Cheesy Chick
Community Mental Health Affiliates
Connecticut Children's Medical Center
Cromwell Growers
Howard Cross
Eugene O'Neill Theater Center
Frank Pepe's Development Co.
Susan Good
Abigail Gorton
Gouveia Vineyards
Nancy Greenberg
Hartford Flavor Company
Hartford Sweat
Hartford Yard Goats
Jackie and John Hastings
David Henderson
Infinity Music Hall & Bistro
Integral Industries, Inc.
La Gondola Providence, Inc.
Charles & Debra Landrey
LAZ Parking
Marriott Hartford Downtown
Metro Bis Restaurant
Michael Danchak Woodworks
New England Patriots Charitable Foundation
New York Jets
North Country Rivers, Inc.
Playhouse on Park
Pullman & Comley
Penny Robiner & David Miner
Bonnie Roswig
Arnold Rutkin
Alice Schumacher
St. Francis Hospital
Shubert Theater
Starbucks
Deborah Staub-Luft
Susan & Craig Stein
Stone Age Rock Gym
Deborah Strano
Tailulah’s Catering
Tasha Jackson
VASU Tribe Studio
Vicky Zwelling
Wadsworth Atheneum
Brendan Wenzel
David Wenzel
Janice Wenzel
West Hartford Yoga
Yale New Haven Hospital
Zulu Nyla
You were there!

2017 Play for Kids! Join us March 29, 2018 at Chelsea Piers, Stamford

Thank you to our very generous sponsors and to the wonderful teams who joined the fun to compete for the 2017 trophy!

Barry S. Sternlicht, The Sternlicht Family Foundation
Datto
Rutkin, Oldham & Griffin
Purdue Pharma
Innovative Network Solutions
Sive, Paget & Riesel PC

Westport National Bank
Finn, Dixon & Herling
Panza Family
Merrill Lynch, Greenwich
Starwood Capital Group
Shipman & Goodwin
Beazley Group

CT Green Bank
Lumesis
Innovative Network Solutions
DiMare Pastry Shops
Optimist Prime
Block Party

For event information, email sstein@cca-ct.org
You were there!

2017 Spring for Kids! Join us May 8, 2018 in Hartford

2017 Center for Children’s Advocacy Champion of Children Award winners:
CT Representative Robyn Porter and William Aselytyne, JD, Yale New Haven Hospital/Health System

Thank you to our very generous sponsors and to all who came out to honor our 2017 Champions!

Shipman & Goodwin  Beazley Group  Capitol Reg Ed Council  Navigant Consulting  Aetna Foundation
Aetna  Goodwin College  CT Children’s Medical Ctr  The Quinn Law Firm  Hoffman Auto Group
CARE of CT  McCarter & English  Day Pitney  RisCassi & Davis  Naples Pizza
Manatt, Phelps & Phillips  Silver Golub & Teitell  Founders Technology  Rogow-Greenberg Foundation  Russo & Toner
Wiggin & Dana  Tokio Marine HCC  Koskoff Koskoff & Bieder  Yale New Haven Health System  Webster Bank
Center for Children’s Advocacy

With your support, our legal advocacy improved the lives of the children and youth we represent.

**We provided legal support for 1041 children** in Connecticut’s largest and poorest cities, securing services for healthy development and educational achievement.

Keep the Power On utility clinics provided legal advocacy, budget counseling and payment arrangements to help **155 families maintain heat and electricity.**

More than **700 youth** expelled from school will receive alternative educational services to address social, emotional and behavioral needs.

The Center’s Deep End Diversion Project reduced incidents and restraints at Connecticut Juvenile Training School and **arrests have fallen by 44 percent.**

In New Haven, our Racial and Ethnic Disparities (RED) work on school discipline and truancy decreased arrests by **25 percent.**

The Center’s RED work decreased the number of youth sent to detention for a minor violation of a court order by more than **75 percent.**

In Waterbury, the Center’s RED work led to a **30 percent** decrease in school-based arrests.

In Bridgeport, the Center’s push for restorative justice practices resulted in **1400 fewer** out-of-school suspensions.

The Center’s persistent advocacy assured that **306,000 low-income children** can access reliable, safe transportation to medical appointments.

Our attorneys provided **176 consultations** to help healthcare providers across the state resolve legal issues for their child clients.

**47 percent** of Hartford’s minority students have the opportunity to attend 42 quality magnet schools.

We organized a coalition of advocates and developed a plan to address **placement for “stuck kids”** - children with developmental disabilities who get stuck in hospital emergency departments.

**90 percent** of the Center’s teen clients who were homeless or at great risk of homelessness got help to stay in high school through graduation.

**100 percent** of Hartford youth who were involved with the juvenile justice system got increased educational support to help them stay in school.

The Center provided legal support to 257 Bridgeport school children to improve issues that led to poor achievement and school dropout. We reduced these risks for **97 percent** of the children and youth we worked with.

Our Medical-Legal Partnership reduced adverse environmental and social conditions to improve the health of **386 children** in Hartford, New Britain and New Haven.

The Center’s Immigrant Children’s Justice Project trained **117 attorneys** to provide pro bono representation for unaccompanied immigrant children who were abused, abandoned or neglected.

Our Mobile Office provided legal services to **85 youth** throughout the Hartford region, helping secure supports that provide safety and stability for those who are homeless or at risk of homelessness.

We persuaded DCF to change their policy and provide **lawyers to all undocumented youth in care** to protect them from deportation when they leave DCF.
Center for Children’s Advocacy
Audited Financial Information
July 1, 2016 - June 30, 2017

Income
Grants/Contributions  1,769,226
Fees/Contracts      442,765
Other                  79,274
Total                   2,291,265

Expense
Programs/Services  1,913,877
Office/Administrative 168,421
Total                2,082,298

Grants/Contributions  77%
Fees/Contracts        19%
Other                 4%
Programs/Services     92%
Office/Administrative 8%
Ninety two percent of every dollar raised goes directly to legal services for the poorest and most vulnerable children and youth.

Juvenile Justice
Homelessness
Immigration
Truancy and Absenteeism
Implicit Bias
Domestic and Dating Violence
Racial Justice
Youth Voice
Bullying
Suspension and Expulsion
English Language Learners
Alternative Schools
LGBT Rights
Foster Care
Housing
Healthcare
Mental Health Care
Child Abuse and Neglect
Teen Legal Rights
Education
Disabilities and Access
Refugee Youth
Teen Parents
Sibling Visits
Food and Shelter
Residential Treatment
Shelters
Detention
Utility Shutoff
Benefits
Permanency
Support in School
Systemic Reform
Legislative Advocacy
Training Professionals

Staff
Martha Stone, JD
Executive Director
Jay Sicklick, JD
Deputy Director; Director, Medical-Legal Partnership
Bonnie Berk
Director, Communications
Edwin Colon, JD, MSW
Director, Immigrant Children’s Justice Project
Stacey Violante Cote, JD, MSW
Director, Teen Legal Advocacy Project
Tayla Faunterley
Paralegal
Shereffia Francis
Administrative Assistant
Marisa Halm, JD
Director, TeamChild Juvenile Justice
Tasha Jackson
Finance Director
Sara Kennedy
Communications & Development Associate
Kia Levey
Coordinator, Deep End Diversion Project
Kathryn Scheinberg Meyer, JD
Director, SpeakUp Initiatives
Janita Negron
Case Manager, Mobile Legal Office
Lori Nordstrom, JD
Director, Foundation Relations
Evelyn Rios
Paralegal
Alice Rosenthal, JD
Staff Attorney, Medical-Legal Partnership Project
Bonnie Roswig, JD
Senior Staff Attorney, Medical-Legal Partnership
Leon Smith, JD
Director, Racial Justice Project
Andrea Spencer, PhD
Educational Consultant
Susan Stein
Director of Development
Zoe Stout, JD
Senior Staff Attorney, Child Abuse Project
Sabrina Tavi, JD
Senior Staff Attorney, Child Abuse Project
Ann Tremont
Office Manager

Board of Directors
Douglas Colosky, Chair
Gavin von Loeser, Vice Chair
Antonia Thompson, Secretary
Scott Brabant, Treasurer
Charleen Merced Agosto
Genea Odessa Bell
Mario Borelli
David Cooney
Marilyn Diaz
Timothy Diemand
Kathryn Emmett (ex officio)
Vinny LaRocca
Claude Mayo
Elise Rosen
Arnold Rutkin
Martha Stone (ex officio)
Eric L. Sussman

Advisory Board
Miriam Berkman
John Brittain
Brett Dignam
L. Philip Guzman
Wesley Horton
Elizabeth Morgan
Eileen Silverstein
Preston Tisdale
Stanley A. Twardy, Jr.
Stephen Wizner

Center for Children’s Advocacy
Fighting for the legal rights of Connecticut’s most vulnerable children
cca-ct.org and speakupteens.org
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